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CLIENT
Saurabh Khandelwal/Veena Shankaram
8460 SE 83rd St.

Mercer Island, Wa. 98040

ASSIGNMENT
To travel to the above residential property to inspect two Douglas Fir trees and perform a Level
2 Visual Tree Health and Risk Assessment of the trees.

ARBORIST'S QUALIFICATIONS
M.S. in Urban Horticulture, University of Washington, 1987
Member of International Society of Arboriculture, (1SA),since 1984
ISA Certified Arborist, PN-0108A, since 1992
ISA Qualified Tree Risk Assessor, (TRAQ), since 2017
Founder and Owner of Seattle Tree Preservation, Inc., a tree care company, 1987-2018
Consulting Arborist and Principal of Seattle Arboriculture Associates, 2018-present

METHODS/OBSERVATIONS
A Level 2 Tree Health and Risk Assessment is based on what the arborist can observe and
measure from the ground, and considers a tree's physiology, its structure, and what the targets
it parts would likely strike if it were to fail in determining its risk level. Questions about a tree's
physiology include the following: How well is the tree growing? Are the leaves or needles the
normal color, size, and well-distributed throughout the canopy? Is the shoot growth normal?
What is the percentage of dead wood within the canopy?

Questions about structure include the following: Is there evidence of root, trunk, or stem
decay? If so, how extensive is the decay? Are there seams, cracks, or other defects in the trunk
or main stems? Does the tree have a history of past failures? If so, can the risk of failure be
mitigated and reduced?
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Finally, the target or targets are evaluated. Is the primary target a building, parking lot, street
or public gathering area? How close is the target to the tree? Can the target be moved or its
use restricted? What are the consequences of the tree or its parts striking the target?

The two trees in this assessment are both native Western Washington Douglas Fir,
(Pseudotsuga menziesi), Presumably neither tree was large enough to warrant harvest when
the area was originally logged in the first half of the 20th century. Further, both trees survived
the clearing and grading of the lot to build original house. While City of Mercer lsland maps
show that the eastern part of the lot is within an Environmentally Critical Area, (ECA),because
of the steep slope, these two trees grow on a large and flat section of the lot, well to the west
of this area.

TREE #1 is the larger of the trees, with a DBH of 43.5" and a height of approximately 130, and a
canopy spread of 45'. The Critical Root Zone,(CRZ),radius, or roughly the distance from the
edge of the trunk to the outer edge of the drip line, is 22". The tree appears to be growing very
well, with a full canopy of dark green needles and little or no dead wood. I saw no evidence of
root or trunk decay, and no other obvious structural defects. The property owner reports that
since 2012, the tree has been professionally pruned twice; however, because of its open
exposure to high southwest winds, several branches have broken in storms and struck the edge
of the nearby house roof. Such branch failures are common with large Douglas Fir trees, but
the risk can be mitigated and reduced by additional and very specific pruning. I believe that the
chances of whole tree failure by the trunk's shearing or breaking, or root failure and uprooting
are low. My opinion is that this tree poses a MODERATE failure risk.

TREE #2 is a 26" DBH Douglas Fir that grows just a few feet north of Tree #1. It's height is also
approximately 130, with a canopy spread of 35, and aCRZ of 18'. This tree also appears to be
in very good condition, both physiologically and structurally, and received the same
professional pruning as Tree #1. My understanding is that branch failures, as described above,
have not been as serious an issue as with Tree #1. My opinion is that the chances of stem
breaking or uprooting are low and that this tree poses a MODERATE failure risk.

SUMMARY COMMENTS
Both trees are healthy and sound second growth Douglas Firs, and Tree #1, especially, is
growing extraordinarily well. If the decision is made to retain the trees, they could be
preserved on the site for several more decades. Attached or enclosed are copies of the ISA
Basic Tree Risk Assessment Form for each tree, and the required City of Mercer Island tree
inventory documents. Please contact me if you have further questions.

John Hushagen, Consulting Arborist
Seattle Arboriculture Associates
M.S. Urban Horticulture
ISA Certified Arborist, PN-0108A
ISA Qualified Tree Risk Assessor, (TRAQ))
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This datasheetwas produced by the International Society of Arborlculture (ISA) and is intended for usebyTreeRisk Asessment Qualiied (TRAQ) arborists - 2013
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CITY OF MERCER ISLAND
COMMUNITY PLANNING &DEVELOPMENT
9611 SE 36TH STREET | MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
PHONE: 206.275.7605 |

Inspection Requests: Online: VM: 206.275.7730

TREE SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST

If a box is checked, please provide the information in your next submittal
SUBMITTAL ITEM

1. The Mercer Island Tree Inventory Form

I ProvidetheCity'sMercerIslandTreeInventoryForm
2. Arborist report/tree inventory

VProvide an Arborist report, prepared by a qualified Arborist. Include the following information in the
arborist report.

Description of how the arborist meets the threshold requirements for Qualified Arborist.
A complete description of each tree's diameter, species, critical root zone, limits of allowable
disturbance, health,, condition, and viability.
A description of the method(s) used to determine the limits of allowable disturbance (i.e., critical
root zone, root plate diameter, or a case-by-casebasis description for individual trees).
Any special instructions specifically outlining any work proposed within the limits of disturbance
protection areas (i.e. hand-digging, air space, tunneling, root pruning, any grade changes,
clearing, monitoring, and aftercare).
For trees not viable for retention, a description of the reason(s) for removal based on poor health,
high risk of failure due to structure, defects, unavoidable isolation, windfirmness, unsuitability
species, etc. If there is no reasonable alternative action (pruning, cabling, etc.) possible,
replacement recommendations must be given.
Describe the impact of necessary tree removal on the remaining trees, including those in a grove
or on adjacent properties.
Describe timing and installation of tree protection measures. Such measures must include
fencing and be in accordance with the tree protection standards as outlined in MICC 19.10.
The suggested location and species of replacement trees to be used when required. The report
shall include planting and maintenance specifications to ensure long term survival.
A Tree Inventory containing the following:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5

6

7

8

9
A numbering system of all existing large trees on the property (with corresponding tags on
trees). The inventory shall also include large trees on adjacent property with driplines or
critical root zones extending into the property.
Tree size (diameter). Where a tree splits into several trunks close to ground level, the dbh
(Diameter at Brest Height) for the tree is the square root of the sum of the dbh for each
individual stem squared (example with 3 stems: dbh = square root [(stem1)2 +{stem2)2
+{stem3)2 ]).
Proposed tree status (retained or proposed for removal).
Tree type or species.
Identify all Exceptional trees and differentiate between those less than 24 inches and those
greater than or equal to 24 inches in diameter.
Brief general health or condition rating of each tree (i.e. poor, fair, good, etc.).

a.

b

C.

d.

e.

f.

3. Site/tree retention plan

S\CPD\FORMS\1Current Forms\Engineering Forms\Tree\|TreesSubmittalChecklist.docx 8/2021



Indicate the following on all civil/utility and grading sheets. If there are no civil sheets indicate on the
architectural site plan

1. Location of all proposed improvements (building footprint, access, utilities, buffers, required
landscape areas).
Surveyed location of all large trees and Exceptional trees on the property
Show dripline and limits of disturbance for Large trees on site and adjacent properties if
driplines extend over the subject property line.
Trees labeled corresponding to the tree inventory numbering system on the Mercer Island Tree
Inventory Form, and Arborist Report.
Identify Exceptional trees using different symbols for trees less than 24 inches and trees greater
than or equal to 24 inches.
Location of tree protection measures.Chain-linkfence will be required for exceptional trees.
Show silt fence outside tree protection measures. Do not use any x in the protection illustration.
Limits of excavation near potential saved trees (e.g. excavation limits for building foundation).
Indicate clearing limits/limits of disturbance (LOD) around all trees potentialy impacted by site
disturbances - grading, demolition, construction activities (including approximate LOD of off-site
trees with overhanging driplines), etc.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9. Proposed tree status (trees to be removed or retained) noted by an X' for removal.

Replantingplan
Provide the Replanting plan showing proposed locations of any required replacement trees.

4.

PEER REVIEW AND CONFLICT OF INTEREST

A peer review of the tree permit application by a qualified arborist may be required to verify the adequacy
of the information andanalysis.The applicant shall bear the cost of the peer review.

The City Arborist may require the applicant retain a replacement qualified arborist or may require a peer
review where the City Arborist believes a conflict of interest may exist.

For example, if an otherwise qualified arborist is employed bya tree removal company and prepares the
arborist report for a development proposal, a replacement qualified arborist or peer review may be
required.

ARBORIST QUALIFICATION

For tree reviews associated with a development proposal, a qualified arborist must have
A minimum of three (3) years' experience working directy with the protection of trees during
construction
Haveexperience with the likelihood of tree survival after construction
Be able to prescribe appropriate measures for the preservation of trees during land developmęnt
ISA Tree RiskAssessment Qualification huskrga

sueAabeniculhuathsoytosYour qualifiedarboristsmusthaveat leastone(1)of the followingcredentials:
ISA Certified Arborist;
ISA Certified Arborist Municipal Specialist;
ISA Board Certified Master Arborist;
American Society of Consulting Arborists (ASCA) registered Consulting Arborist;
Society of American Foresters (SAF) Certified Forester for Forest Management Plans;

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Additional Information. The City Arborist or Code Official may require additional documentation, plans, or
information as needed to ensure compliance with applicable City regulations.
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CITY OF MERCER ISLAND
COMMUNITY PLANNING &DEVELOPMENT
9611 SE 36TH STREET | MERCER ISLAND, WA 98040
PHONE: 206.275.7605 |

MERCER ISLANDTREE INVENTORY & REPLACEMENT
SUBMITTAL INFORMATION

EXCEPTIONAL TREES

Exceptional Trees-means a tree or group of trees that because of its unique historical, ecological or aesthetic
value constitutes an important community resource. A tree that is rare or exceptional by virtue of its size,
species, condition, cultural/historical importance, age, and/or contribution as part of a tree grove. Trees with
a diameter of more than 36 inches, or with a diameter that is equal to or greater than the diameter listed in
the Exceptional Tree Table shown in MICC 19.16 under Tree, Exceptional.

List the total number of trees for eachcategoryand the tree identification numbers from the arborist report.

Iteee
teee
1teee

Number of trees 36" or greater

#LDougus Eie 43.5" DBHList tree numbers:

Number of trees 24" or greater (including 36" or greater)
List tree numbers: 22 DousltsFir 2"DBH
Number of trees from Exceptional Tree Table (MICC19.16)

List tree numbers: Leee | 6hgnABue!43.5"DBH
LARGE REGULATED TREES

Large Requlated Trees- means any tree with a diameter of 10 inches or more, and any tree that meets the
definition of an ExceptionalTree.

Number of Large Regulated Trees on site

List tree numbers:
(A)

6haunABue
Number of Large Regulated Trees on site proposed for removal
List tree numbers: Baswn ABee (B)

Percentage of trees to be retained ((A-B)/Ax100) note: must be at least 30%

RIGHT OF WAY TREES

Riqht of WayTrees-means a tree that is located in the street right of way adjacent to the project property.

Number of Large Regulated Trees in right of way

List tree numbers: -Apne
Number of Large Regulated Trees in right of way proposed for removal

SACPD\FORMS\1Current Forms\Engineering Forms\Tree\MercerlslandTreelnventoryReplacementSubmittallnformation.docx
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#L #2List tree numbers:

Aoteutsl Constuctim impac TeReason for removal:

CaiticAL Ropt Zmes
TREE REPLACEMENT

Tree replacement- removed trees must be replaced based on the ratio in the table below. Replacement
trees shall be conifers at least six feet tall and or deciduous at least one and one-half inches in diameter at
base.

Tree
replacement

Ratio

1

Number of
Trees Proposed
for Removal

Number of Tree
Required for

ReplacementBased
on Size/Type

Diameter of RemovedTree (measured4.5
above ground)

Lessthan 10"*
10" up to 24"

Greater than 36" and any Exceptional Tree

*no replacement tree isneeded if the treefits all of the following:

Greater than 24" up to 36" 3
6

TOTAL TREE REPLACEMENTS

Less thon 10 inches in diometer, not on exceptional tree, and not a replacement tree from another tree permit. *

okshogh
sateteba cutaage tsasfes
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